
GO-Global® is the simple and secure application access 
solution that extends the reach of Windows, UNIX* and 
Linux* design automation applications across LANs, 
WANs, VPNs, private clouds, or the Internet. GO-Global 
efficiently and cost-effectively delivers EDA applications 
and documents to cross-platform clients running Windows, 
Linux, Mac OS X, OS, Android, or any Web browser.

EDA APPLICATION DELIVERY CHALLENGES
n In today’s global environment, companies involved in 

design automation are often distributed enterprises 
with engineers and designers in multiple locations. 

n Remote engineers need the same access to high-
performance, graphics-intensive EDA applications as  
do engineers located at the central site.

n Engineers not only need access to UNIX and Linux 
design tools, they also need access to Windows-based 
workflow automation applications and document 
management systems such as SharePoint.

n GO-Global is the ideal application access solution for 
implementation of a private cloud environment that 
allows cross-platform access to EDA and workflow 
applications from any platform, as if they were 
installed locally.

COMPREHENSIVE, CROSS-PLATFORM SOLUTION
n EDA applications reside on centralized GO-Global Hosts 

and are accessed by users running GO-Global Clients. 
Unlike other solutions, GO-Global supports Windows, 
UNIX and Linux operating systems on both the Host side 
and the Client side.

n GO-Global Gateway is a secure, high-availability 
gateway to GO-Global Hosts. Features include 
enterprise-level authentication, access control, load 
balancing and more.
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n Administrators can manage GO-Global Hosts and user 
rights through GO-Global Gateway from anywhere, 
using just about any platform. 

EASE OF USE
n GO-Global is known around the world for in its ease 

of use. Applications perform just as though they were 
running locally, eliminating the need for retraining.

n GO-Global simplicity means less support calls, lower 
desktop failure rates, and more free time for engineers 
and designers to focus on design tasks.

n Unlike competitive solutions, GO-Global makes it easy 
for administrators to set user and group permissions 
and to publish different applications to different users.

FAST SOLUTION
n GO-Global offers extremely fast performance, even 

over low-bandwidth connections from overseas offices 
or other remote locations.

n GraphOn’s proprietary RXP protocol incorporates 
algorithms that detect network and CPU capabilities 
and adjust screen resolution the bandwidth usage. This 
enables much faster application startup and operation.

n GO-Global supports hyperlink access, single sign-on, 
and seamless session suspend/resume for fast and easy 
user interaction with applications. 

RELYING ON GO-GLOBAL
Leading company’s across the globe rely on GO-Global  
for virtualized access to EDA applications, including  
Xilinx, AMD, Marvell, Quantum, LSI Corp., 3Com, and  
Renesas Technology. Read more about our EDA  
customers at www.graphon.com/customer-success/
eda-electronic-design-automation.

“GO-Global greatly increases 
efficiency. Our design engineers 
can now work more efficiently 
from home. Also, using GO-Global 
over the WAN uses less bandwidth 
and doesn’t saturate the network, 
so the applications run faster.”

              Jeff Goldman 
              IT Manager, Xilinx 
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SOLUTION BRIEF: 
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Download a free 30-day trial at www.graphon.com

* Enabled with GO-Global for UNIX. 


